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To comply with EN13120 your roller blind cord is ﬁtted with a “break away connector”. The break away piece will separate when
excess pressure is applied to the cord.

Young children can be strangled by loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate this product. To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young, children. Cords may become wrapped around a child’s neck. Move
beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords. Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a
loop. Young children can be strangled by loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate this product. To avoid
strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of young children. Cords may become wrapped around a child’s
neck. Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords. Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist
and create a loop.
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You will need:
• Pencil or Bradel
• 4 Screws 1” long
• Rawl plugs if drilling into plaster/masonry
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• Screwdriver
• Drill with small size drill bit

Roller blinds have a cord control and like any

• A second person to help mark position of blind to get

cord can give rise to safety concerns with

it level or a long spirit level.

children. Please keep the cord out of reach of
children by using a cord clip (supplied).

Once pack is open you should have a rolled blind on a pole with
a ﬁtting in each end. Cord is on the left hand side.

If the cord is close to the ground or there is
furniture that small children can climb to

Take the two metal brackets from ﬁttings and position by hand

reach the cord please do not put the blind up

on each end of the blind on the cross grooves.

until the risk has been removed.

You now need to hold the blind in the exact position on the

Thanks - Safety for children ﬁrst please!

window so you can mark the screw holes of the metal plates
with the pencil or bradel.
Once the marked, drill the holes I’’ deep.
Fix one metal bracket on the wall. Then ﬁx the other bracket.
There should be enough play in the brackets to spring open to
insert the blind into the cross grooves.
Enjoy your blind!

